GAIA DE MEGNI SELECTED WORKS 2021-2014

IL MITO
DELL’EROE
2021
Video, 16:9, 9.52 min
https://vimeo.com/525173213
Password:ilmito2021

Analyzing the stage intended as a
representation area, the film proposes a
structure who remembers his features
combined with a performance performed by
an actor in military clothes. The goal is to give
rise to a space capable of hosting an action
with limited possibilities and aimed at a single
person. The work is activated by the typical
military gesture of the march on the spot.
The video is shot inside the Bosco del
Chignolo (MB), a non-canonical exhibition
space where the artistic intervention can be
reunited with the surrounding nature, revealing
itself to be ephemeral.

IL PESO DEL
TUONO

2021
Performance, raw slate, 40x100x1,5 cm

The work focuses on the multiplicity of
contemporary representations through the
engraving of twenty-one cinematic “goodbye”
in the original language.
The stone chosen is raw slate, a material that
was used in the Ligurian peasant culture for
the construction of roofs and “dry stone” walls.
The performance reflects on the nature of
the imagination in a historical period where
the crisis of representations determines a
cataloging of emotions.
In “Il peso del tuono” the lines are engraved as
credits on the stones that the performers carry
with them as an extension of their body.

IL MITO
DELL’ANDROGINO
2020
Spheres engraved in black Marquinia marble,
8, 15, 20 cm
https://vimeo.com/476055082

Plato tells of how, originally, the human being
was round, made up of four arms, four legs and
two sexual organs. Some could be totally male,
some totally female, still others both sexes.
The latter were defined as androgens.
This completeness led human beings to sin of
pride, to the point of believing that they could
oust the gods.
So Zeus decided to split the parts, condemning
them to weakening and searching for the lost
part.
The work re-proposes the myth of the
androgyne of Plato’s Symposium, through the
phrase “I love you unveiled” engraved on black
Marquinia marble spheres. The artist imagines
the lines of a film engraved in stone, where the
parts are finally reunited. The declaration of
love is wrapped in the motion of sea water, as
sound subtitles.

DEDALO

2020
Iron, black paint, sea water, projector, 88x93x5 cm
https://vimeo.com/455550923
https://anonimakunsthalle.jimdofree.com/2020-1/dedalo/

Dedalo is a movie where the images are
materialize through the subtitles of: 2 ou 3
choses que je sais d’elle by Jean-Luc Godard,
projected onto a surface of sea water.
The available space is transformed into one
small projection room where the element
natural blends with technology, giving life
to a screen mythology.
The installation was made in space
Anonymous Khunstalle in Varese with the
curator Clara Scola who, for the
2020-21 season, challenge six young artists to
design a site-specific work to be placed in the
clos

AMORE
GIOVANE

2020
Photo by Andrea Balza, variable dimensions

Through the use of the stage cotume, the
artist interprets the mythological figure of
Amore. The subject is updated thanks to the
interpretation of a military man in a dress used
only in representations.

S.CARLO

2019
Performance and engraved granite slabs Absolute Black
Zimbabwe, 50 min, 12.5x183 cm
https://vimeo.com/user73327900

The work analyzes the relationship between cinema and memory by inserting itself in the space of the former Milanese Lazzaretto. Reworking
the movie by Federico Fellini: Fellini Satyricon,
the spectator is invited inside the church.
Here the cinema screen is evoked through the
installation of rectangular slabs in Absolute
Black granite, placed on the surfaces of the
kneelers. The words of the movie are engraved
on the stone in the format of the subtitle. The
project was the winner of the 2019 Lydia Prize,
promoted by the Il Lazzaretto Foundation.

PROPAGANDA

2018
Performance, 7.23 min
https://vimeo.com/user73327900

The performer interprets the figure of the soldier
wearing stage costume.
Federico Fellini’s 8 ½ bars come
suggested by the artist who sits behind the actor. The reading is articulated through the voice
of the military in a neutral and monotonous way.
On 29 May 2018 the work was built in
occasion of the workshop of Marcello Maloberti:
It is the body that decides, in collaboration with
the Furla Foundation, at Palazzo del Novecento
(MI). On May 18, 2019 the work won the prize
academic of the Duchy Prize of Castell’Arquato.
(PC).

NULLA SI SA,
TUTTO SI
IMMAGINA.
2018
Engraving on Nero Marquinia and Biancone marble
with projectors and video projection, 38x48x48 cm
https://vimeo.com/user73327900

Quoting Federico Fellini in his latest film
The Voice of the Moon, the work breaks down
and reassembles cinematic elements.
The sculptures come to life through the
projection of a film where the protagonist is the
sea.

TRE MODI PER
SCOMPARIRE

2017
Crystalline marble engraving, 60x85 cm

The zero-degree images of the history of
cinema are reworked by deleting their contents
leave space for the evocative power of words.
A reflection on the last bar before the grand
finale, the last frame before the canonical END.
The films taken in the analyzes are: Una vita
difficile, Il Sorpasso by Dino Risi and 8 1⁄2 by
Federico Fellini.

UNTITLED
SCREENS

2016
Engraving on Nero Assoluto Zimbabwe granite, 30x40 cm

Quoting the cinematic imagery, the work aims
to bring back to the memory of the viewer
situations of personal experience, through the
works of some of the most important protagonists of the seventh art.
- Nelle camere d’albergo ci si sente sempre
colpevoli.( In hotel rooms you always feel
guilty).
Questa è la mia vita di Jean-Luc Godard, 1962.
- Forse lo schermo era veramente uno schermo, schermava noi dal mondo.(Maybe the
screen was really a screen, it shielded us from
the world).
The Dreamers di Bernardo Bertolucci, 2003.
- Voler evadere è un’illusione. Infodo tutto è
bello. (Wanting to escape is an illusion. in the
end everything is beautiful.)
Jules et Jim di François Truffaut, 1962.

8.30

2014
Video, 16:9, 8.30 min
https://vimeo.com/412438556

In 8 minutes and 30 seconds the Ligurian sea
in continuous motion guides the rhythm of four
different dialogues. In order yes
followed by Le Mepris by Jean-Luc Godard, La
Notte by Michelangelo Antonioni, Ludwig di Luchino Visconti and more Antonioni with Le Amiche.
The work is created with the intent of suggest
to the viewer’s memory situations of personal
experience using the author’s cinematographic
narration. The selected topic,binding of all four
scenes, is the confrontation of a couple who realizes the end of their love.
The sea as a narrator accompanies him
timing of events.

CV

Press

- June 2021: LUDOTECA, Giorgio Galotti gallery.
- May 2021: BLACKOUT, curated by Ana Dević, Pierre Bal-Blanc, Marco Scotini, Carol Yinghua Lu and Liu Ding.

- http://artoday.it/gaia-de-megni

- November, 2020 - January, 2021: online group exhibition SILENZIO, GIorgio Galotti gallery.

- https://makerfairerome.eu/it/eventi/?edition=2020&event_id=200126

- May 2020 - 30 May 2020: online collective exhibition Studio Visit - 30 artists for 30 days, curated by Adrian Paci

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kOKW8g-N0gw

at the Pini Foundation, Mi.

https://fondazionepini.net/attivita/gaia-de-megni/

- March 2020 - 2 September 2020: online collective exhibition PENSIERO MAGICO, Giorgio Galotti gallery.

- https://www.artribune.com/professioni-e-professionisti/who-is-who/2019/11/premio-lydia-intervista-gaia-de-megni/

- December 2020: online collective exhibition on the occasion of Maker Fair Rome, curated by Artoday.

- https://www.artribune.com/arti-visive/arte-contemporanea/2020/02/intervista-gaia-de-megni/

- October 2020: screening of the work at 8.30 am, on the occasion of Exterior Night, in collaboration with CAMERA, Italian Center for

- https://www.artapartofculture.net/2020/01/01/intervista-a-gaia-de-megni/

Photography, Giorgio Galotti c \ o GS rooftop, Turin.

- http://atpdiary.com/fondamenta-1-parco-villa-croce-gen/

- September 2020: collective exhibition The Wild State at the Kunstuniversität Linz, on the occasion of Ars Eletronica Festival 2020,

- https://www.ilfestivaldellapeste.com/programma/gaia-de-megni/

Linz, Austria.

- https://www.ducatoprize.com/edition2019.html

- From July to August 2020: site-specific Dedalo at Anonima Kunsthalle, Varese.

- https://www.naba.it/en/three-naba-students-rewarded-biennale-giovani-2017

- December 2019: collective JAGUART: The Italian Talent Road Show in collaboration with Jaguar and Artissima, Milan.

- http://www.fondazionefurla.org/furla-series-event/marcello-maloberti-e-il-corpo-che-decide-open-call/

- November 2019: personal S.Carlo in the church of San Carlo al Lazaretto (tutoring Adrian Paci), Milan.

- https://www.artissima.art/en/jaguart/

- From May to June 2019: collective exhibition on the occasion of DUCATOprize 2019, Castell’Arquato (PC).
- April 2019: winner of the DUCATOprize 2019 academic award.
- February 2019: LYDIA winner! 2019, EMERGING CONTEMPORARY ART AWARD, Milan.
- March 2018: PROPAGANDA performance, workshop with the artist Marcello Maloberti at the Museo del Novecento, Milan. In collaboration with the Furla Foundation.
- June 2017: winner of the Monza Biennial of Youth. Marble installation: Untitled Screens 002.
- June 2017: collective exhibition on the occasion of TERRAFORMA festival, Castellazzo, Milan. Project curated by Yuri Ancarani and
Riccardo Benassi.
- March 2017: collective exhibition at the \ Spazio Cerere Foundation, Rome.
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